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Partner Pull
By Susan Ellis

Objective, Method, Technical Points and Feelings are the same as for the Chair
Push below.
Instead of pushing a chair have a partner hold you by the right hand, lean and step.
Your partner leans away from you and provides just enough resistance to allow you to
go through the motions slowly, and steps with you each time you step. If you need more
space between you and your partner, you can hold a beach towel between you instead
of holding hands.
The left arm can either rest comfortably tucked on the back or use an abbreviated arm
swing (see left arm swing under section on arms).

Variation: As you perfect this technique you can use turn cables with a partner for
resistance. A turn cable is a long piece of thick rubber tubing with waist buckles for each
person. This technique should be used only after you have perfected the movements on
the chair or hand (towel) pull, as the cable can be difficult to control. Once perfected it is
great for developing technique and strength.

Chair Push
Objective:
 To simulate the entire movement of the crossover.
 To feel maximum pressure in to the floor before the push.
 To feel the lean on the crossover to the point of instability before pushing.
 To feel the full extension of the legs on each push.
 To simulate the rhythm and timing of the crossover while in motion.
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Method:
 Set up: Same as for Left Leg Knee Drop Static Load.
 Start from a standing position with the feet about shoulder width apart and pointing
straight ahead. The upper body should be bent at the waist so the back is in a low
position, relaxed, with the back and shoulders slightly rounded and the butt tucked.
Place your left hand on the back of the chair slightly ahead of you and lean the entire
body towards it. Your right arm should be extended forward in a relaxed position with
the upper arm close to the body and a slight bend at the elbow. The hand should not
cross the centerline of the body.
 Extend the right leg directly to the side and lift the heel about 1 inch off the ground
with the ball of the foot still in contact. Keep the right foot in line with the left foot and
pointing straight ahead.
 The weight on the left foot is about mid foot with the knee slightly in back of the toes.
The knee should be bent to 90-100 degrees.

Execution:
 From the set-up position, bend the left ankle slowly forward as far as you can and
feel the weight advance to the outside part of the ball of the foot. The left knee
should drop forward to a position well ahead of the toes. As you reach the point of
instability on the left leg, the right leg relaxes and the knee bends as it is pulled in
from the side towards the left knee to a position where the back of the right knee is
almost touching the front part of the left knee.
 Next, the left leg extends fully, pushing the chair along the floor. Throughout this
whole sequence the weight remains on the ball of the foot. At the same time, the
right foot drops slightly ahead of, and to the inside of, the left foot and remains
pointing straight ahead.
 Now slowly bend the right ankle so that the right knee advances forward and down
past the toes. Keep pressing the knee forward and down until you cannot bend the
ankle any further and the angle is closed as much as possible. As you reach the
point of instability on the right leg, the knee of the left leg bends and comes forward
to a position where the left knee is to the inside of and slightly behind the right knee.
The left knee should be lower than the right knee.
 Keeping the pressure on the ball of the foot, extend the right leg so that the hip, knee
and ankle are straight. As you extend the right leg the chair again slides along the
floor. At the same time the left leg drives from its position behind the right leg to land
slightly ahead of, and to the inside of, the right foot. Be sure not to overstep as this
will throw your center of gravity backwards again!
 Keep pushing the chair for 5-6 complete crossovers. Go through the movements
slowly at first, and then gradually speed up the movements as you get better at
performing the correct motions.
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Technical Points:
 On the landing of each foot, the weight should be under the mid portion of the foot
and the knee should be bent to 90-100 degrees.
 The left foot lands so that the left hip is to the left side of the foot. The right foot lands
so that the left hip is to the inside of the right foot. Be sure not to overstep.
 Both feet should be pointing straight ahead on landing and you land on the edge of
your sneaker (not the flat).
 Before each push the weight drops to the ball of the foot by bending the ankle
forward.
 The upper body should be low and relaxed, with the back and shoulders slightly
rounded and the butt tucked. Your shoulders and hips must not rotate at any time.
They remain perpendicular to the back of the chair.
 Be sure there is no collapsing of the ankle to the inside. The ankle should only bend
in a forward direction.
 As you push the chair there must be no rising up of the hips. The hips remain at the
same level they started throughout the entire movement.
 The hip and knee extend fully to the straightened position and ankle extends with the
pressure under the ball of the foot.
 In both the start and finish positions on the left leg there should be a straight line
from the left ankle to the left knee to the left hip to the left shoulder. Any break in the
line means you may have rotated or twisted, or simply haven't leaned enough.
 In both the start and finish positions on the right leg there should be a straight line
from the right ankle to the right knee to the left hip to the left shoulder. Any break in
the line means you may have rotated or twisted, or simply haven't leaned enough.
 Wait until you are just about to the point of instability before starting each push and
crossover.
 The finish of the push with the one leg and the landing of the other foot should occur
simultaneously.
 Keep your head up. Looking at your feet will cause the hips to rise and the knees to
drift back.
 Make sure to use a strong, full, right arm swing.
Feelings associated with the movement:
 The right ankle feels compressed, locked and strong when in the power position.
 As you drop the knee forward and down you feel the entire body sink down and in
toward the chair. (Be careful not to rotate the hip as you drop down. The hips must
keep the same alignment as you drop down as they had in the up position).
 When the knees are as far forward as possible you feel pressure under the ball of
the foot.
 As you speed up the movement and the ankle angle closes more rapidly you feel a
nice light bouncy rhythm as you compress in to and explode out of the power
position.
 As you extend the legs you feel the extension of the hip muscles, a contraction of
the quads, the snap of the knee to a straightened position, and a snap of the ankle
to complete each extension.
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